Substrate binding is typically one of the rate-limiting steps preceding enzyme catalytic action during homogeneous reactions. However, interfacial-based enzyme catalysis on insoluble crystalline substrates, like cellulose, has additional bottlenecks of individual biopolymer chain decrystallization from the substrate interface followed by its processive depolymerization to soluble sugars. This additional decrystallization step has ramifications on the role of enzyme-substrate binding and its relationship to overall catalytic efficiency. We found that altering the crystalline structure of cellulose from its native allomorph I β to III I results in 40-50% lower binding partition coefficient for fungal cellulases, but surprisingly, it enhanced hydrolytic activity on the latter allomorph. We developed a comprehensive kinetic model for processive cellulases acting on insoluble substrates to explain this anomalous finding. Our model predicts that a reduction in the effective binding affinity to the substrate coupled with an increase in the decrystallization procession rate of individual cellulose chains from the substrate surface into the enzyme active site can reproduce our anomalous experimental findings.
Substrate binding is typically one of the rate-limiting steps preceding enzyme catalytic action during homogeneous reactions. However, interfacial-based enzyme catalysis on insoluble crystalline substrates, like cellulose, has additional bottlenecks of individual biopolymer chain decrystallization from the substrate interface followed by its processive depolymerization to soluble sugars. This additional decrystallization step has ramifications on the role of enzyme-substrate binding and its relationship to overall catalytic efficiency. We found that altering the crystalline structure of cellulose from its native allomorph I β to III I results in 40-50% lower binding partition coefficient for fungal cellulases, but surprisingly, it enhanced hydrolytic activity on the latter allomorph. We developed a comprehensive kinetic model for processive cellulases acting on insoluble substrates to explain this anomalous finding. Our model predicts that a reduction in the effective binding affinity to the substrate coupled with an increase in the decrystallization procession rate of individual cellulose chains from the substrate surface into the enzyme active site can reproduce our anomalous experimental findings.
biofuels | kinetic modeling | lignocellulose | polysaccharide hydrolysis | glycosidases B iological conversion of lignocellulosic biomass to fuels and chemicals has attracted tremendous interest because of its potential to address problems associated with climate change, energy security, and rural economic development. However, the transition from a petroleum-to a biomass-based economy is not easily accomplished. Biomass recalcitrance to biological conversion is one of the major hindrances to the production of cheap biofuels (1) . Cellulose (a β-1,4-glucose polymer) is the most abundant organic molecule in plant cell walls that is recalcitrant to enzymatic hydrolysis because of its highly self-associated (through hydrogen bonding and stacking forces) and microfibrillar nature. Cellulose fibrils are hydrolyzed by a suite of enzymes called cellulases that can be endo-(cleave midchain glycosidic bonds) or exoactive (processively cleave glycosidic bonds starting at chain ends). Endo-(like endoglucanase I or EG-I; also known as Cel7B) and exocellulases (like cellobiohydrolases I and II or CBH-I and CBH-II, respectively; also known as Cel7A and Cel6A, respectively) are the two major components of aerobic fungal secretomes (e.g., like Trichoderma reesei) active on lignocellulose. However, the inherent disadvantages of processivity to polysaccharide hydrolysis (2) and the high abundance of processive enzymes necessary for efficient lignocellulose hydrolysis (3) suggest the need to better understand and eventually overcome the factors contributing to biomass recalcitrance.
Most Trichoderma cellulases are two domain proteins consisting of a carbohydrate binding module (CBM) and a catalytic domain (CD). CBMs are known to facilitate cellulase binding to cellulose primarily through interactions between the glucopyranose rings and conserved aromatic residues (4) . The mechanism of cellulose deconstruction into sugars by processive cellulases can be summarized into several elementary steps ( Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ) that are not yet fully elucidated. First, the cellulases bind to the substrate (and possibly disrupt its local ordered crystalline structure) directed through the CBM and/or CD (5) . Second, it is hypothesized that individual cellulose chains are decrystallized from the surface (by disruption of the ordered cellulose surface) by the bound cellulase followed by discrete sliding of the chain into the catalytic site tunnel of the exocellulase, eventually leading to the formation of a productive enzyme-substrate complex (1, 6, 7) . Recent work on the rate-limiting nature of cellulase-glucan chain complexation to CBH-I activity (6) , the variable speed motion of individual CBH-I molecules on cellulose surfaces (8) , and the intrinsically variable work needed to decrystallize individual glucan chains as a function of cellulose ultrastructure (7) all lends credence to this hypothesis. Finally, the hydrolysis of the complexed glucan chain is known to proceed to either cellobiose or other glucose oligomers (6) .
The efficiency of cellulase turnover is likely bottlenecked by the rate of substrate decrystallization and productive enzymesubstrate complexation. Altering the cellulose ultrastructure to overcome these bottlenecks should impact the overall hydrolysis kinetics as well (1, 7, 9) . Cellulase efficiency is dependent on not only its structure but also the nature of their substrates (2, 10, 11) . Recently, it was shown that a nonnative cellulose allomorph (i.e., cellulose III) is more easily digestible by individual or synergistic mixtures of Trichoderma cellulases (8, 12) and requires less work to decrystallize individual glucan chains from its surface than its native form (7) . Additionally, this allomorph has been predicted to have a more hydrophilic surface, which could influence its interaction with CBMs (12) . The amount of surfacebound cellulases has been shown to be directly correlated to cellulose hydrolysis rates (13) (14) (15) , but the role of cellulose ultrastructure on the relationship between cellulase binding and activity is not clear. A detailed understanding of processive cellulase kinetics coupling enzyme binding, cellulose chain decrystallization, chain sliding into the active site, and glycosidic bond hydrolysis from an experimental and theoretical perspective is also lacking. Such considerations are not unique to cellulases but are likely common to other interfacial and processive enzymes (e.g., DNA helicases) that need to perform work before the substrate slides into the active site of the enzyme. We follow a two-pronged approach to study this problem. First, we monitor individual cellulase (CBH-I, CBH-II, and EG-I) binding during hydrolysis of defined cellulose substructures, and second, we develop a mechanistic kinetic model coupling enzyme binding, chain decrystallization/sliding, and hydrolysis to simulate conditions that reproduce our general experimental trends.
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Results
Cellulase Binding and Hydrolytic Activity on Pure Cellulosic Substrates.
Plant-derived celluloses are known to contain a significant fraction of amorphous cellulose (12) , which can selectively be removed by EG-I (and partly be removed by CBH-II) to facilitate exposure of highly crystalline fibrils that are then exclusively depolymerized by processive cellulases (namely CBH-I) (9) . Therefore, all cellulosic substrates were hydrolyzed using a defined equimass cellulase mixture comprised of CBH-I, CBH-II, and EG-I (Fig. 2) . We have shown previously that the crystallinity indices of celluloses I and III, prepared under certain conditions, are equivalent (12) . Thus, exposure of the crystalline regions by polishing of amorphous regions allows us to compare hydrolysis rates as being primarily dependent on the underlying crystalline allomorph structures. Substrate digestibility, during the first 4 h of hydrolysis, was ranked in the following order: amorphous cellulose (AC; 90%) > cellulose III (58%) > cellulose I (43%). Because of an equivalent amorphous background, the differences in hydrolysis rates between celluloses I and III were less apparent during the first hour but became distinct with progression of saccharification time. Near-theoretical glucan conversions were achieved for cellulose I, cellulose III, and amorphous cellulose at 48, 24, and 12 h, respectively (SI Appendix has results on cellulose II).
The fraction of desorbed CBH-I varied considerably depending on the substrate and saccharification time ( Fig. 2B and similar results for CBH-II and EG-I can be seen in SI Appendix, Fig. S2 for all substrates). AC had the highest binding capacity for all cellulases (more than 85% of all three enzymes were bound within 1 h). On the contrary, only 17% CBH-I, 12% CBH-II, and 7% EG-I were bound to cellulose III after 1 h. It is appropriate to compare levels of unbound cellulases for AC after 1 h with both cellulose allomorphs after 4 h, because the extent of glucan conversions (50%) is comparable between the substrates. Even at those time points, similar trends are observed. A greater fraction of the added cellulases was bound to AC and cellulose II (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ) compared with cellulose I (1.5-to 2.6-fold greater), which correlates with the higher hydrolysis rates observed for AC and cellulose II. However, this correlation is in striking contrast to observations with cellulose III, which had a lower fraction of bound cellulases but still exhibited an increased hydrolysis rate. During the latter stages of hydrolysis (24-48 h), most of the cellulases are desorbed back into the supernatant (>90% CBH-I and EG-I) as the substrate is depleted (>95% glucan conversion for all substrates at 48 h). However, the fraction of unbound CBH-II decreases slightly, despite increasing substrate solubilization. CBH-II was found to have poorer thermal stability (details in SI Appendix) compared with the other cellulases, which was first highlighted by Reese and Mandel (16) , that caused it to denature and precipitate out of solution.
Probing Individual Enzyme Binding to Celluloses I and III. Equilibrium binding studies were carried out for each of the three cellulases at 4°C (2 h equilibration time) to minimize hydrolytic activity and determine adsorption parameters. Individual enzyme binding to both cellulosic substrates minimizes competitive binding effects that are typical for mixtures of different cellulase types (17) . Langmuir singlesite (Fig. 3) and Langmuir-Freundlich-type (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ) models were fit (correlation coefficients > 0.98) to the data as described before (18) . The partition coefficient (α) (Fig. 3) for exocellulases was higher than that observed for endocellulases for both celluloses I and III. However, surprisingly, α was always lower for each cellulase on cellulose III vs. cellulose I, indicating poorer effective affinity of the enzymes to the nonnative allomorph. Estimations of percent bound CBH-I at 50 mg/g glucan loading (roughly equivalent to total protein loading used in the saccharification assays) were 62% and 39% for celluloses I and III, respectively (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). The percent bound CBH-I was lower (by at least twofold) for both substrates during the saccharification assays, likely because of the reduced affinity of cellulases with increased temperature (19) and competition for binding sites between different cellulase families (17) . However, for all saccharification times at 50°C, the general trend was similar to the equilibrium binding results at 4°C (i.e., reduced fraction of cellulases were bound to cellulose III vs. cellulose I). This result suggests that competition for binding sites between cellulase mixtures and the rapid equilibration times for each saccharification assay time point are not responsible for the reduced binding of cellulases to cellulose III.
The Langmuir-Freundlich model is analogous to the Hill equation and can be used to describe cooperativity in enzyme binding. Unlike an earlier report (18) , all three cellulases displayed increased cooperativity in binding to cellulose I (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ) and decreased cooperativity for cellulose III. This finding is not unexpected considering that negative binding cooperativity will likely increase with reduction in the number of available binding sites (>60% decrease) as seen for cellulose III. In contrast to recent work (8), we see a drop in CBH-I binding capacity for cellulose III at 4°C. However, because the previous study was carried out at 30°C for 2 h, it is likely that the increased catalytic activity of CBH-I (at 30°C vs. 4°C) on cellulose III substantially exposed a greater number of binding sites compared with cellulose I. Nevertheless, as reported earlier (8) , the apparent dissociation constant (K d ) also decreased by 25% for cellulose III vs. cellulose I as reported in this study. A drop in K d is possibly representative of the ease in access to surface glucan chains because of the peculiar staircase-type shape of cellulose III surfaces.
Modeling Processive Cellulase Action on Celluloses I and III. Based on previous work (8, 9, 12) , the differences in the hydrolytic rates on Fig. 1 . A hypothesized schematic model for crystalline cellulose hydrolysis by processive cellulases like CBH-I. The enzyme (E) is represented by a CBM (triangle) and CD (oval) connected by a linker domain. The cellulose chains are represented by cellobiosyl units (rectangles). The enzyme binds to the cellulose substrate (S) first by either the CBM or CD. Next, an individual cellulose chain is decrystallized from the surface and slides into the enzyme active site through various nonproductive enzyme-substrate complexes (E-S n ). Finally, a productive complex proceeds to hydrolysis of the chain glycosidic bond after release of product (P) cellobiose. The enzyme may continue processing the cellulose chain, get stuck, or eventually desorb from the cellulose surface. polymorphic cellulose are known to be primarily rate-limited by the processive action of CBH-I on crystalline regions. Therefore, we developed a mechanistic kinetic model for processive cellulases (like CBH-I) to rationalize the observation that cellulases can hydrolyze cellulose III faster than cellulose I, despite a reduced binding partition coefficient for the former. In this model, which is based on experimental evidence (5, 8, 10) , there are at least two kinds of nonproductively (NP) bound enzymes-an off-pathway NP complex, in which only the CBM domain is bound to the middle of the cellulose surface chains ( Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ), and an on-pathway NP complex, in which both domains are bound individually or together to the cellulose chain ends without being completely productively engaged for catalysis. The effective rates of CBM or CD domain association and dissociation with the substrate can be captured by nk X on (where n is the number of available binding sites, k X on is the adsorption rate constant for the domain, and X = CD or CBM) and k off (the desorption rate constant), respectively. In scenarios in which the adsorption rate constants for both domains are modified by the same amount, we use the generic k on notation. Next, because the CD active site tunnel of CBH-I is about 5-nm long and has 10 glucosyl binding sites (20) , the enzyme is productively engaged only when all 10 sites are occupied. The on-pathway NP-bound enzyme is capable of forming a productive complex by the discrete decrystallization of a single surface chain and sliding of the chain into the active site tunnel one monomer at a time, which is captured by the k slide rate constant (or k rev for reverse chain sliding rate out of the tunnel). Finally, the productive enzyme-substrate complex proceeds to hydrolysis of the bound chain to form cellobiose and could either continue processing the chain or eventually desorb from the surface. A detailed formalization of the model equations, parameters, and additional results is discussed in SI Appendix.
First, we set up this model to establish a baseline trend that captures reported CBH-I activity and binding for cellulose I (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). Baseline rate constants were either chosen from the literature or assumed to allow predictions to be consistent with experimental measurements. Next, we apply the model to explore an extensive number of scenarios where the above-mentioned rate constants are varied systematically and the resultant changes in the hydrolysis rate and ratio of cellulose-bound enzymes are monitored. As expected, changing effective adsorption ðnk on Þ or desorption ðk off Þ rates for CD and/ or CBM led to proportional changes in hydrolysis rate and fraction of substrate-bound enzyme (i.e., cellulose hydrolysis rate is directly proportional to the percent bound enzyme). Interestingly, increasing k slide increased enzyme turnover without changing the amount of bound enzyme. Moreover, an increase in k slide coupled with a decrease in nk on (with or without a change in k off ) results in increased hydrolysis rate with a concomitant decrease in the fraction of bound enzyme, thus mimicking the observation seen experimentally for cellulose III vs. cellulose I. We have extensively tested various other scenarios that are summarized in SI Appendix, Figs. S6-S12 and SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4.
Cellulases Catalytic Efficiency on Pure Cellulosic Substrates vs.
Lignocelluloses. Cellulase binding and activity measurements were carried out on ammonia fiber expansion or AFEX treated corn stover (AFCS) to briefly examine the complex role of noncellulosic cell wall polymers (i.e., hemicellulose and lignin) on enzyme binding and their overall catalytic efficiency. Unlike other pretreatments, the bulk composition of lignocellulosic biomass and the crystalline structure of cellulose are mostly unaltered during conventional AFEX pretreatment (1) . Without any pretreatment, the cellulose embedded within the plant cell walls has very limited accessibility to cellulases. AFCS was hydrolyzed using an identical ternary cellulase mixture supplemented with endoxylanases and β-xylosidases. Neartheoretical glucan conversion was achieved after 48 h for AFCS (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ), but in contrast to cellulose I, most of the cellulases were not desorbed back into the supernatant (<60% recovery of CBH-I). Addition of hemicellulases had marginal influence on cellulase desorption, despite high xylan solubilization, which suggests that hemicellulose is likely not responsible for the partially irreversible cellulase binding to pretreated lignocellulose. Interestingly, for pure cellulosic substrates, the average glucose production rate per unit bound total mass of cellulases (at 4 h) ( 
Discussion
Nonproductive binding of cellulases with lignocellulose has been implicated as an important factor limiting efficient biocatalysis (1, 10, 11) . Lowering the kinetic barriers to desorption of nonproductively or irreversibly bound cellulases is one possible way to desorb these unengaged enzymes. In nature, one suggested mechanism to desorb catalytically inactive enzymes from the surface of cellulose is competitive binding of other enzymes or enzyme synergism (9, 17) . Laboratory research has shown that targeted engineering of the CBM can disengage nonproductively bound enzymes (21) . Another strategy would be to modify the properties of the binding surface of crystalline cellulose. We have shown recently that altering the ultrastructure of cellulose can modify its surface morphology and its inherent surface chemical properties (12) .
Crystalline cellulose can exist in different allomorphic states (e.g., cellulose I α , I β , II, and III I ) that differ in the hydrogen bonding and stacking interaction patterns holding the cellulose chains together (22) . Cellulose I β is the major naturally occurring allomorph found in higher plants that is recalcitrant to enzymatic hydrolysis (12, 23) . Dissolving native cellulose into phosphoric acid allows disruption of its crystalline fibrillar nature, which on precipitation with water, results in the formation of AC (24) . An alternative approach to selectively reorganize cellulose ultrastructure without reducing its crystallinity is to treat it with liquid ammonia followed by its removal using an anhydrous solvent to form cellulose III (12, 25) . Recent work has shown that forming cellulose III can enhance its enzymatic hydrolysis rates by up to fivefold vs. native cellulose (8, 12) . Our current study has additionally shown that cellulose III can lower the enzyme-loading requirements by at least fivefold to achieve hydrolysis yields comparable with cellulose I (SI Appendix). The weaker intrasheet hydrogen bonding is one possible reason responsible for the increased glucan chain structural flexibility and lower thermodynamic barrier to individual chain extraction from the surface of cellulose III (7, 12) . Therefore, this unique allomorph provides us with an opportunity to investigate the mechanistic action of cellulases in a way that is not possible with native crystalline or AC.
The current paradigm suggests that cellulase catalytic efficiency is directly correlated to the amount of total cellulose surface-bound enzymes (13) (14) (15) 19) . However, although this paradigm has been shown to hold true for native crystalline or AC, it was not observed in the case of cellulose III. AC is known to have at least an order of magnitude greater solvent-accessible specific surface area (SSA) compared with cellulose I (26) . Along with disruption of the crystalline morphology, the availability of higher SSA for AC would increase the total available cellulase binding sites, thus further enhancing its hydrolysis rates. Then, the rate-limiting steps to cellulase catalysis for AC would be primarily because of the thermodynamic barriers of individual cellulose chain threading, hydrolysis, and product expulsion from the enzyme active site (7) . However, in the case of crystalline cellulose (for cellulose I or III), the decrystallization free energy required to remove individual chains from the crystal surface would be an additional thermodynamic barrier that would contribute to the greater apparent activation energy and hence, slower enzyme kinetics (compared with AC). Interestingly, the initial (1-4 h) average hydrolysis rate per unit bound cellulases ( Fig. 5 ) for cellulose III was two-to fivefold greater than the rates for both cellulose I and AC. This result is surprising considering that the crystallinity indices (12), SSA, and total available cellulose chain-reducing ends (details in SI Appendix) for celluloses I and III are comparable. These findings highlight that in addition to total percent bound enzyme and availability of SSA, differences in individual cellulose chain decrystallization free energies and the intrinsic kinetics associated with the processivity of bound cellulases also impact enzyme catalytic efficiency.
Our equilibrium binding assays have shown that there is a decrease in the partition coefficient (α = n/K d or nk on /k off ) for cellulases on cellulose III. Cellulase binding to cellulose I is known to be driven by strong hydrophobic interactions between the glucopyranose rings and planar aromatic residues on the CBM binding interface (4, 21) . Therefore, a likely reason for the reduced effective binding of cellulases (i.e., lower α-value) to cellulose III could be because of the relatively lower hydrophobicity of the cellulose III fibril surfaces (12) . This suspicion was confirmed by the 37% increase in water activity (a W ) (SI Appendix) for cellulose III vs. cellulose I fibrils, validating our molecular dynamic simulation-based predictions (12) . The increase in a W reflects the more hydrophilic nature of cellulose III fibril surfaces, which is likely unfavorable to binding of type A CBMs that target hydrophobic cellulose surfaces specifically.
Our kinetic model indicates that changing nk on or k off alone supports the current paradigm (i.e., hydrolysis rate is directly proportional to the fraction of bound enzymes). The lower hydrolysis rate per unit bound enzymes seen for cellulose I suggests that a larger fraction of enzyme-bound complexes with cellulose I could be, in part, because of greater nonproductive binding. This hypothesis is supported by recent work on CBH-I that showed that a significant fraction of the enzymes is bound nonproductively to cellulose I (10, 11) . This work suggested that the increased fraction of NP-bound CBH-I was likely because of a lower k off for the immobilized enzymes. Restarting cellulose hydrolysis can recover the initial hydrolysis rate, which suggests that the decrease of hydrolysis rate was because of the enzymes getting immobilized irreversibly (10, 27) . Cellulases can readily bind to hydrophobic regions in the middle of the cellulose surface (off-pathway binding) but must be able to dissociate or diffuse along the surface before the CD can bind to an available cellulose chain end (on-pathway binding). Our model shows that increasing k off increases the rate at which off-pathway nonproductive complexes can dissociate from the cellulose surface, leading to a faster build up of productively engaged enzymes and hence, leading to more efficient hydrolysis but with a concomitant increase in the fraction of bound enzymes (details in SI Appendix). Although this result supports the hypothesis proposed in refs. 10 and 11, it does not simulate our experimental findings (i.e., lower α-value but increased hydrolysis rate) with cellulose III. Interestingly, the model suggests that an increase in k slide coupled together with a reduction in α reproduces experimental trends, where the hydrolysis rate increased even with a reduced fraction of bound enzymes. Currently, there are no reported techniques that can measure k slide for processive cellulases acting on crystalline cellulose, but our work suggests that this rate constant is likely an important and ignored parameter that influences intrinsic cellulase kinetics. In our model, k slide is a coarse-grained rate constant that includes multiple elementary steps, namely decrystallization of individual chains (breaking of hydrogen bonds and pulling out of chains) and enzyme procession (i.e., sliding of the chain into the enzyme active site by breaking interactions at current binding sites to move one glucosyl unit and reform interactions at new sites). Recent molecular simulations have shown that the intrinsic work required to decrystallize 10 glucosyl units (corresponding to the length of a CBH-I active site tunnel) from the surface of cellulose III is about 1-2 kcal/ mol per cellobiosyl-unit lower than cellulose I. Then, if we assume that the decrystallization rate is alone limiting among all of the different microscopic rates coarse-grained within the k slide parameter, we predict that k slide of CBH-I would be higher for cellulose III.
Nonproductive binding can also stall processive enzyme action as supported by recent high-speed atomic force microscopy (AFM) based imaging of CBH-I motion on cellulose I surfaces (5). It was found that CBH-I was more likely to get stalled on cellulose I surfaces in traffic jams unlike cellulose III (8) . This difference is possibly because of the increased k slide for CBH-I on the latter substrate that prevents significant NP stalling of cellulases. A fivefold higher k off was reported for CBH-I on the more hydrophilic amorphous cellulose vs. cellulose I (10). This result suggests that reduced stalling of processive cellulases could be further facilitated by a higher k off for cellulases on cellulose III. Type A CBMs have been sometimes found to disrupt cellulose ultrastructure, which was reported in a recent review article (1). However, the impact of these domains on k slide has never before been determined and could offer avenues to engineer more efficient cellulases. Additional experiments exploring the complex interactions of cellulases and their individual domains with various cellulosic substrates of defined morphology are necessary to further shed light on this matter.
Finally, cellulose is found naturally in plant cell walls in close association with lignin and hemicellulose (1). It is known that cellulases can nonproductively bind to lignin through hydrophobic interactions through either the CBM or the exposed CD active site aromatic residues (28) (29) (30) . We find that, although equivalent glucan hydrolysis yields for pretreated lignocellulose and model cellulosic substrates were achieved within 48 h, less than 25-60% of cellulases were desorbed back into solution for the former. Because both cellulose and hemicellulose solubilizations were extensive, the partially irreversible binding of cellulases is mostly related to the presence of lignin. CBH-II is sensitive to thermal denaturation (16) , and thus, the presence of hydrophobic lignin could further accelerate its heat-induced denaturation and precipitation. The initial average glucose production rate per unit bound cellulases for pretreated lignocellulose ( Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ) is significantly lower than even cellulose I and about an order of magnitude lower than cellulose III. These results highlight that increased cellulase binding to cellulose or lignocellulose does not necessarily correlate with improved activity per unit bound enzymes.
Conclusion
We find that altering the crystalline structure of plant-derived cellulose I to III can lower fungal cellulase loading by up to fivefold to achieve comparable saccharification yields, despite a reduced effective enzyme affinity for the latter substrate. We confirmed that the crystallinity indices, fibril surface area, and available cellulose chain-reducing ends for both substrates are similar. Therefore, reduced cellulase affinity is not a result of the above-mentioned factors but is likely because of the increased fibril surface hydrophilicity as confirmed by water activity measurements. A mechanistic kinetic model coupling enzyme binding, cellulose surface chain extraction, and glycosidic bond hydrolysis was developed to explain these nonintuitive findings. The enhanced catalysis of cellulose III is attributed to the favorable individual cellulose chain decrystallization free energies and intrinsic kinetics associated with the processivity of bound cellulases as captured by a coarse-grained parameter called k slide in our model. Future research efforts are needed to better characterize k slide and its molecular underpinnings, because it will open up avenues to engineer more efficient cellulases in concert with both native and nonnative (i.e., chemically pretreated) celluloses.
Materials and Methods
Biomass Substrates, Cellulases Purification, Enzymatic Hydrolysis, and Enzyme Adsorption Assays. Details on the model cellulosic and lignocellulosic substrates and chemical treatment methods used are provided in SI Appendix. Accellerase 1000 from Genencor (Danisco) was used to isolate CBH-I, CBH-II, and EG-I (3). Protein concentration was determined colorimetrically using the Pierce (Pierce Biotechnology) bicinchoninic acid assay using BSA as the standard. All hydrolysis experiments were performed in 2.2-mL deep-well microplates (Greiner) at 10 g/L glucan loading along with 50 mM (pH 4.8) citrate buffer in total reaction volume of 500 μL. CBH-I, CBH-II, and EG-I were loaded at 15 mg/g glucan (corresponding to 0.15 mg/mL) each along with 2 mg/g glucan loading of purified β-glucosidase (3). For pretreated lignocellulose, additional endoxylanase (5 mg/g glucan) and β-xylosidase (at 2 mg/g glucan) were included (3). The microplates were incubated at 50°C with shaking at 250 rpm. The supernatant was separated from the insoluble solids by filtering through a 0.45-μm low-protein binding hydrophilic filter (Millipore) for protein and sugar analysis. Glucose and/or xylose concentration within the hydrolyzate were analyzed by HPLC (31) . Enzyme binding assays at 4°C were carried out as reported elsewhere (12) . All experiments were carried out in triplicates, with SDs less than 5% of the mean values reported.
Quantitation of CBH-I, CBH-II, and EG-I in Supernatant. Detailed methodology for individual cellulase quantification is available elsewhere (32) . The differences in cellulase isoelectric points allow them to be bound to an anion exchange column (Mono Q, GE Healthcare) and eluted as individual components by applying a linear gradient of 1 M NaCl at pH 7.5. The concentration of individual enzymes was correlated to the eluted protein UV trace peak area detected at 280 nm and calculated using the Unicorn 5.11 software (GE Healthcare). Before injecting the hydrolyzate (originally at pH 4.8) into the column, a gel filtration step was applied to remove UV-sensitive low-molecular weight components and simultaneously perform buffer exchange (to pH 7.5) (32).
Mechanistic Kinetic Modeling of Processive Cellulase Activity. The model formalization and related additional results are described in SI Appendix. The coupled equations were solved using MATLAB 7.4 (MathWorks Inc), and the algorithms used are available on request.
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Cellulosic substrates
Avicel (PH 101, Sigma-aldrich, St Louis) was used to prepare all other allomorphs and amorphous cellulose (AC) as described elsewhere [1] . Cellulose III was prepared by soaking Avicel in anhydrous liquid ammonia at 100 • C for 30 min. The samples were dried under nitrogen and purged overnight to remove residual ammonia. Cellulose II was prepared by adding 25% NaOH to Avicel at 4 • C for 60 min. The slurry was then centrifuged, filtered and washed with water till neutral pH. Regenerated AC from Avicel was prepared using 83% phosphoric acid at 4 • C for 60 min based on published protocol [2] . Cellulose II and AC were lyophilized to dryness prior to storage at 4 • C for future experiments. Cellulose crystallinity index was estimated using XRD (X-ray diffraction) amorphous subtraction method [3] . The crystallinity indices of cellulose I and III were 76.1% and 75.7%, respectively [1] . XRD data for all cellulosic substrates has been published elsewhere [1] .
AFEX pretreated corn stover
Previously milled corn stover (CS) harvested in 2002 at Wray, Colorado (Pioneer Hybrid seed variety 33A14) was generously provided by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL, Golden, Colorado). CS was AFEX pretreated at 60% moisture (kg water/kg dry biomass) and 1:1 ammonia (1 kg of ammonia/kg of dry biomass) loading at 130 • C for 15 min total residence time.
Previous work has shown that no cellulose III is produced under these AFEX pretreatment conditions as monitored by Raman spectroscopy [4] . Details of the AFEX protocol and equipment used are provided elsewhere [5, 6] . AFEX pretreated CS (AFEX-CS), after air-drying in a hood overnight, was milled (Centrifugal mill ZM 200, Retsch, Newtown, PA) using a 0.08 mm sieve attachment as described previously [7] . The composition, based on the standard NREL LAP protocols (http://www.nrel.gov/biomass/analytical procedures.html), for both untreated and AFEX treated stover was approximately 34.4% glucan, 22.4% xylan, and 11% acid-insoluble lignin. Since AFEX does not employ a liquid wash stream nor does it significantly degrade biomass constituents, except for addition of small amounts of ammonia, gross biomass composition does not change significantly due to AFEX pretreatment [6] . Lignocellulosic biomass is abundant in hemicelluloses apart from lignin and cellulose (Table S2) . Therefore, supplementation of endoxylanases and β-xylosidases along with cellulases was necessary for efficiently solubilizing hemicellulose to achieve higher glucan and xylan hydrolysis yields for pretreated biomass unlike pure cellulosic substrates [8] .
Quantitation of cellulases in supernatant
The detailed methodology for individual cellulase quantification is published elsewhere [9] . The substrate bound enzyme concentration was calculated by the depletion method, i.e., subtracting free enzyme concentration in supernatant from total enzyme concentration added. β-glucosidase (βG), endoxylanase (EX) and β-xylosidase (βX) are not quantified in these studies. Also, since their molecular weights (βG and βX have Mw>120 kDa and EX Mw<25 kDa) are significantly different from CBH-I, CBH-II and EG-I (50-80 kDa), they do not interfere with the quantification of cellulases [9, 10] . The binding behavior for βG, EX and βX on a Mono Q column are significantly different compared to CBH-I, CBH-II and EG-I. Hence, trace amounts of βG, EX and βX in the cocktail does not influence analysis of CBH-I, CBH-II and EG-I. To reconfirm this, control experiments with and without βG, EX and βX along with a cellulase cocktail (CBH-I, CBH-II and EG-I) was tested. No interference by hemicellulases on the quantification of the cellulases was found in these experiments.
Determining hydrolytic activity per unit bound cellulases
The average glucose production rate per unit bound total mass of cellulases (as depicted in Y-axis for Fig. 5 ) at time point T1 was estimated based on the difference in glucose concentration (g/L) in the hydrolyzate between T1 and T0 (the immediately preceding time point) divided by the difference between T1-T0 (hrs) and mgs of total bound CBH-I, CBH-II and EG-I at T1. Similarly, glucose yield per unit bound total cellulase loading (as depicted in Y-axis for Fig. S2-F) at time point T1 was estimated based on the glucose concentration (g/L) in the hydrolyzate at T1 divided by mgs of total bound CBH-I, CBH-II and EG-I at T1. These rates were estimated for hydrolyzate samples after 1, 4, 12, 24 and 48 hours incubation. For example, average glucose production rate per unit bound total mass of cellulases at 4 hr is equal to difference in glucose concentration in hydrolyzate at 4 hr and 1 hr divided by 3 hrs and mgs of total bound CBH-I, CBH-II and EG-I at 4 hrs. While, glucose yield per unit bound total cellulase loading at 4 hrs is equal to glucose concentration in hydrolyzate at 4 hr divided by mgs of total bound CBH-I, CBH-II and EG-I at 4 hrs.
Thermal stability of CBH-I, CBH-II and EG-I
0.15 mg/mL of purified CBH-I, CBH-II and EG-I were incubated at 50 • C under similar conditions as used previously for microplate-based enzymatic hydrolysis. Samples from 0, 1, 4, 12, 24 and 48 hours incubation are evaluated for their specific activities on various substrates (CBH-I and CBH-II were tested on Avicel with incubation at 50 • C for 24 hours; EG-I was tested on carboxymethyl cellulose with incubation at 50 • C for 1 hour). The reducing sugars were measured using a modified 3,5-dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS) based assay [8, 11] . Relative activities are reported based on samples from 0 hour incubation.
Total surface area estimation
Avicel based cellulose I and cellulose III samples were freeze dried under vacuum overnight for roughly 16 hours each at room temperature, to remove trace moisture levels, prior to performing the multi-point BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) surface area measurements using a nitrogen adsorption analyzer (at 77 K; ASAP 2420 Accelerated Surface Area and Porosimetry System). The analysis was carried out according to the standard operating protocol 005-01 by Micromeritics Analytical Services (Norcross, GA). The cellulose samples were dried under vacuum at room temperature to prevent any possibility of reversion of cellulose III to cellulose I which is typical at higher temperatures in air alone (closer to 100 • C). The predicted BET surface areas were 0.64 and 0.61 meter-square per gram cellulose I and cellulose III, respectively. Standard deviations are less than 5% of reported values.
Water activity determination
Avicel based cellulose I and cellulose III sample initial water activity's were estimated using a Moisture Sorption Analyzer (Aqualab VSA series 4TEV, Decagon Devices). The analysis was carried out according to the standard operating protocol by Decagon Services (Pullman, WA) at room temperature using the dew mode sensor. The water activity for cellulose I and III were estimated to be 0.3367 and 0.4622, respectively. Standard deviations are less than 3% of reported values. Water activity for distilled water is equal to 1.0.
Cellulose reducing ends estimation
The total number of cellulose-reducing ends per unit mass Avicel based cellulose I and III was estimated using a modified DNS based colorimetric assay as reported elsewhere [12] . DNS reagent, 50 microliters, was added to a 50 microliter cellulose slurry (at 10 g/L solids concentration), mixed and incubated at 95, 90, 80, and 75 • C in PCR tubes for 10 min on a thermal cycler prior to rapid cool down to 4 • C. The absorbance of the resulting cellulose-free supernatants was measured at 540 nm. It was been reported previously that temperature plays an important role in DNS assay color development [13] . We find the absorbance at 90, 80 and 75 • C was approximately 90%, 45%, and 20% of the maximum absorbance seen at 95 • C for each substrate. In order to minimize reversion of cellulose III, the assay was carried out at multiples temperatures. However, in each case the absorbance determined for both cellulose I and III were always comparable (to within 5% standard deviation). This suggests that the total number of available reducing ends for cellulose I and cellulose III are comparable. Note that there was no significant DNS response seen for the water extracts from either substrates and hence the DNS responses were only specific to the insoluble-phase reducing groups accessible to the DNS reagent.
Cellulose hydrolysis by varying commercial cellulase loading
Avicel based cellulose I and III were digested by varying total commercial cellulase loadings to determine the reduction in protein loading possible to achieve comparable % glucan conversions. Cellulose I and III (5 mg) was added to 1.5 mL centrifuge tube in a total reaction volume of 1 mL. Other reagents added include citrate buffer (50 mM; final pH 4.8), bovine serum albumin (1 g/L), and sodium azide (20 mg/ml). Cellic C-Tec2, a kind gift from Novozymes, was the commercial cellulase cocktail (193 mg/mL protein concentration based on total nitrogen content) used for all assays. The total cellulase loading per gram cellulose was varied between 1-20 mg/g. All assays were carried out at 50 • C at 5 rpm end-over-end rotation for 24 and 168 hours. End product reducing sugars were estimated using the DNS assay (glucose standard). Results, shown in tabular format (Table S5 ), indicate that for comparable hydrolysis times it was possible to reduce total cellulase loading by upto 5-fold to achieve comparable cellulose I and cellulose III hydrolysis yields.
Processive Cellulase Kinetic Model Formalization and Model Parameters
We built a kinetic model for the hydrolysis of cellulose by processive cellulases (CBH-I in particular) to qualitatively study the effect of modifying different model parameters on the rate of cellulose hydrolysis. With availability of sufficient experimental data this model in principle can be extended to other processive cellulases like CBH-II. However for the current study we focus only on CBH-I. As described in the main text, CBH-I can form at least two types of nonproductive complexesan off-pathway nonproductive complex and several on-pathway nonproductive complexes ( Figure S 1 ). Only the carbohydrate-binding module (CBM) in the CBH enzyme can bind and undock unproductively to the middle of the cellulose surface (off-pathway nonproductive complex OP ) while both domains in a CBH enzyme can bind and undock individually from the chain ends on the cellulose surface (on-pathway nonproductive complexes). Once one of the domains binds near the chain end, the other domain can bind with an enhanced affinity due to the increase in local concentration of the substrate near the second binding site. The cellulose chain then gets decrystallized and slides in and out of the catalytic domain one glucose monomer at a time to form a range of nonproductive complexes with 1-9 glucose units in the catalytic domain (N P 1 , N P 2 ,..., N P 9 , N P 1 , N P 2 ,... N P 9 ), and productive complexes in which 10 glucose units (based on known CBH-I active site structure that has been shown to bind to 10 glucosyl residues; [14] ) are bound to the catalytic domain (P 10 or P 10 ). In our nomenclature, OP implies off-pathway nonproductive complex while N P refers to nonproductive complexes that can form productive complexes (P ) by sliding in or out of the catalytic domain. In addition, the subscript is used to denote the number of glucose units in the catalytic domain while the bar is used to represent complexes in which both domains of the protein are bound to the cellulose surface. The productive complex can hydrolyze the cellulose chain and form a cellobiose unit bound to the enzyme (N P 8 − CB or N P 8 − CB complex). The cellobiose can then undock from the enzyme to form NP8 (or N P 8 ). The turnover of the enzyme occurs and it can then further process the cellulose chain or the chain can eventually undock from the enzyme. If the inter-molecular rate constant for adsorption of the carbohydrate binding module (catalytic domain) to the cellulose surface is k CBM on (k CD on ), the change in concentration of enzyme (E) is:
of f ) denotes the rate constant for the desorption of the CBM (CD) from the cellulose surface while [C f e ] ([C inner ]) is used to denote the concentration of the free ends (inner surface) of cellulose. The singly bound cellulase (N P 0 and N P 1 ) can bind to the cellulose surface with the 2nd domain or they can dissociate from the cellulose surface. In addition, another glucose unit can also slide into the CD of the N P 1 complex to form N P 2 . Hence the rate of change of these complexes are:
k slide and k rev are the rate constants for a glucose unit to decrystallize from the cellulose surface and slide into/out of the active site of the CD, respectively. k CBM on and k CD on represent the intramolecular binding rate constant of the CBM and CD, respectively. The intramolecular binding constant is larger than the intermolecular binding constant due to the increase in local concentration of the substrate near the second binding site after one of the domains in the enzyme is already bound. In this work, we assume that the enhancement in local concentration of the substrate is 100 times greater than the concentration of free ends in the system similar to multivalent signaling proteins [15] . Either the CD or CBM can dissociate from N P 1 or a second glucose unit can slide into the CD of N P 1 . Hence, the rate of change of N P 1 is: Figure S1 : Hypothesized kinetic model overview (A) and detailed (B) schematic for CBH-I action on cellulose. The enzyme can adsorb to cellulose via the CBM and/or CD to form various types of non-productive complexes. The cellulose chain decrystallizes/slides into the active site of the CD to form a productive complex finally leading to cellobiose formation.
For the nonproductive substrate bound complexes N P i , with i = 2 to 7, the enzyme can slide in or out of the catalytic domain or bind to the CBM domain, while for N P i , the catalytic domain can slide in or out of the CD and the CBM domain can dissociate from the cellulose surface. The rate equations for these substrate bound complexes are:
The nonproductive complexes N P 8 and N P 8 can also be formed by the dissociation of cellobiose (CB) from the product-bound enzyme. Hence, the rate of change of these complexes is given by:
where, k CB b and k CB u are the binding and undocking rate of cellobiose from the product-bound enzyme and [CB] refers to the concentration of cellobiose. The sliding of a glucose unit into N P 9 and N P 9 leads to the formation of the productive enzyme P 10 . The rate equation for these complexes are:
The productive complexes can interconvert among each other, catalyze the hydrolysis of cellulose to form a product-bound complex, or can slide out of the active site. The rate equations are:
where, k h and k b are the enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis and reverse hydrolysis rates of cellulose.
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The product can dissociate from the product-bound complexes (N P 8 − CB and N P 8 − CB) to form the nonproductive enzyme with 8 glucose units within the catalytic domain of the enzyme. The rate equations for these complexes are:
There are 25 different states for the enzyme in this model. Equations 1 through 15 become a set of coupled linear ordinary differential equations under the condition that the concentration of cellulose-free ends and cellobiose do not vary with time. This assumption holds for the initial stages of the reaction when only CBH-I is used as the enzyme because the concentration of free ends do not vary until most of the chain is processed. Under these conditions, we can write the equatioṅ
where, X is the vector containing the concentration of each state of the enzyme, whileẊ represents the rate of change of concentration of each state with time, and A is the matrix whose components are determined by equations 1 to 15. These ODEs can be solved using the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A and based on the initial condition that the enzyme is all in free or unbound state at the beginning of the simulation, we can calculate the concentration of each state with time. In addition, we can calculate the amount of cellobiose produced with time.
Model Parameters:
The parameters that have been used for the baseline scenario are listed in Table S1 and were chosen based on the values available in the literature for CBH-I acting on cellulose I. These parameters were chosen to be most consistent with experimental observations. However, we believe that there is significant range in some of the rate constants that can vary between different experiments and therefore additional experiments need to be performed to calculate these rate constants under the same experimental conditions with the appropriate models that include productive and nonproductive binding. However, we intend to only present qualitative trends of activity versus binding when changing these parameters from the baseline values. Due to limitations (such as the concentration of substrate is maintained constant and the absence of so called traffic jams in the model with homogeneous mixing of components) in the model, we do not expect the model to display similar quantitative sensitivity to the parameters as the corresponding experiments. In this study, we concentrate on finding the set(s) of conditions under which the experimental trends for differences in hydrolysis behavior between cellulose I and III can be explained. The affinity of CBM (CBH-I contains a family 1 type CBM) for cellulose-I was maintained at the experimentally measured value to the order of 10 5 M −1 [16, 17] . In addition, the affinity for the CD was taken to be about 20 times lower than the full length CBH-I protein [18] . The rate of desorption of the CBM and the CD were considered to be the same to reduce the number of model parameters and the change in affinity was assumed to be solely due to changes in adsorption rate of the two domains.The rates of adsorption/desorption of the domains to the cellulose surface were chosen such that the initial rate of hydrolysis of cellulose by CBH I were comparable to that observed in hydrolysis experiments (see table S1 ). The intramolecular binding was assumed to be about 100 times greater than the intermolecular binding constants similar to previous theoretical studies of signaling proteins [15] . The concentration of the enzyme and cellulose used is similar to experimental conditions in this study. The catalytic rate constant was taken to be equal to the experimentally measured value of 4.5 s −1 [19] . The glycosidic bond formation in the catalytic site of the enzyme was calculated based on the free energy of glycosidic bond cleavage (-2.7 kcal/mol as measured in [20, 21] ) and catalytic rate of 4.5 s −1 [19] . In order to avoid inhibition effects of cellobiose in the model, the rate of cellobiose undocking was assumed to be significantly faster than the catalytic rate and the rate of decrystallization/sliding of cellulose chain into the active site and was assumed to be 100 s −1 . The total turnover time for CBH-I was taken to be 3.5 s −1 and was utilized to calculate the baseline sliding or decrystalization rate of the enzyme on the cellulose surface [22] . The equilibrium constant for decrystallization and sliding into the active site (k slide /k rev ) was assumed to be similar to [23] and are consistent with relative fraction of enzymes undergoing forward and backward motions (assuming these were under equilibrium) in recent AFM imaging experiments [22] . The rate of cellobiose docking to the enzyme was estimated from detailed balance in closed cycles from the model.
Additional Results and Discussion

Individual enzyme binding to cellulosic substrates and pretreated lignocellulose
The hydrolysis and cellulase binding results (Fig. S2) for cellulose I are consistent with previous work that reported industrial-scale cellulase production using pure cellulose (e.g., milled cotton, sulfite pulp and Solka Floc) to induce/express enzymes are only recoverable after complete substrate solubilization [24, 25] . Cellulose II had a higher binding capacity for CBH-I, CBH-II (greater than 70% bound enzyme) and EG-I (greater than 60% bound enzyme). Cellulose II is obtained by mercerization of cellulose in concentrated sodium hydroxide or upon its precipitation from various cellulose-solvent systems [26, 27] . Cellulose II and III crystal structure consists of anti-parallel and parallel glucan chains packed in a P2 1 monoclinic unit cell, respectively. One of the major challenges in the inter-conversion of cellulose I to II is obtaining high crystallinity substrates after mercerization, unlike cellulose III. Typically, formation of cellulose II is accompanied with a 20-30% decrease in the crystallinity index that makes it difficult be distinguish the role of crystalline cellulose II from the increased amorphous/disordered cellulose background [26, 27] . X-ray diffraction studies have shown that the crystallinity index of cellulose II, used in this work, is significantly lowered than cellulose I during the alkali mercerization process [28] . This also suggests that the increased amorphous cellulose background present within cellulose II would cause it to have somewhat similar properties compared to phosphoric acid based amorphous cellulose (AC). This could explain the increased digestibility of presently used cellulose II and the corresponding increased binding of enzymes due to the increased amorphous cellulose background. In future work it would be necessary to prepare highly crystalline cellulose II with minimum amorphous cellulose background, if possible, to explore if its behavior is different from what has been reported here. Cellulose II was also found to have a significantly lower initial hydrolysis rate per unit bound enzyme (1-4 hr; Fig. S2-F ) than all other forms of cellulose. Could the greater thermodynamically-stable nature of cellulose II compared to cellulose I and III be reflected in this result? It is likely that the actual digestibility of crystalline cellulose II is comparable or lower than cellulose I but has been incorrectly estimated due to the increased amorphous background in case of the former. Interestingly, we observed that the enhancement in hydrolysis rate for Avicel-derived cellulose III versus cellulose I at higher cellulase loadings than what has been reported earlier (8-9 fold lower enzyme loading employed earlier) was quite different [1] . These results highlight that difference in hydrolysis rates of cellulosic allomorphs would be closely dependent on cellulase loadings employed. The differences in hydrolysis rates between cellulose I and III are likely enhanced at lower enzyme loadings especially if the differential levels of non-productive binding of cellulases to both substrates is responsible for variable hydrolytic activities. Finally, a pseudo-specific activity of the cellulase cocktail on the various substrates can be estimated at each time point by determining the hydrolyzate glucose concentration per unit bound cellulases at each time point. A closer inspection of this analysis reveals that as reported in Fig. 5 , cellulose III had the highest specific activity throughout its saccharification compared to all other substrates tested. Amorphous cellulose (AC) gave a pseudo-specific activity per unit bound cellulases that was significantly lower (2-3 fold) than cellulose III at 1 hr but was marginally lower or equivalent to cellulose III at later time points. This is a rather peculiar finding that suggests that the highly ordered crystalline cellulose III results in improved catalytic efficiency of bound cellulases even compared to the highly disordered AC.
The partition coefficient for cellulase binding to cellulose III ( Fig. S3 ; at 4 • C after 2 hrs of equilibration) was about 2-fold lower for all three family 1 CBM based cellulases compared to cellulose I. In contrast, the partition coefficient for a GFP-CBM fusion protein (fused CBM belonged to family 3 and is specific for binding to crystalline cellulose like family 1 CBMs) for amorphous cellulose has been reported to be atleast an order of magnitude larger than the value found for cellulose I [29] . The 4 • C adsorption results also support the reduced binding capacity for cellulases seen on cellulose III during saccharification at 50 • C. One possible critique for the 50 • C binding data could be the lack of sufficient equilibration time for each time point. However, the extended equilibration time of 2 hrs at 4 • C also gave the same result of reduced cellulase binding capacity for cellulose III. This suggests that the reduced binding capacity of cellulose III during the course of its saccharification is not due to a lack of sufficient equilibration time at each time point. Additionally, the timepoints for sampling during saccharification are sufficiently spread out (ranging from 1-24 hrs) and are vigorously mixed (250 rpm with mixing aid; see methods for details) throughout the assay to facilitate relatively fast binding equilibration to be achieved in each case. The time to achieve equilibration with vigorous mixing between CBH-I and Avicel has been found to be usually under 15 mins as reported in the literature [30] . The reason for extensive equilibration time is typically due to a lack of proper mixing regime. As indicated by Tomme et al [30] , at lower CBH-I concentrations (our hydrolysis experiments at 50 C were also carried out similar protein concentrations), the time taken to reach equilibrium with proper mixing should be typically under 5 mins.
CBH-II thermal stability and impact on its detection by current FPLC based method
Our method to quantify free enzyme concentration in supernatant is based upon individual cellulase separation via an ion exchange chromatographic column followed by a UV-280 nm based quantification of eluting proteins [9] . If a certain fraction of CBH-II is excluded from the chromatographic steps due to change in its molecular/structural properties then the total quantified CBH-II will be lower than the theoretically available unbound protein in the supernatant. We found that certain cellulases (like CBH-II) are more prone to thermal denaturation. The relatively poor thermal stability of Trichoderma cellulases, under process relevant conditions (at pH 5, 50 C, and with shaking), was first highlighted by Reese and Mandel [31] . Exocellulase thermal inactivation is suspected largely due to protein unfolding and aggregation that results in its precipitation [32] . Interaction of enzymes with hydrophobic surfaces can intensify conformational changes that drive protein unfolding and subsequent denaturation [33] . It is interesting to note that several researchers have inferred the irreversibility of Cel6A or CBH-II desorption from cellulose due to the peculiar structure of its CBM [34] , while others have closely debated this phenomenon for other families of cellulases as well [35] . However, since protein concentration measurements are made only for the liquid phase, the denatured and precipitated protein is likely unaccounted for. Our results suggest that previous work on Cel6A binding irreversibility may have been compromised by its poor thermal stability [36] . In order to confirm the previous hypothesis that CBH-II tends to lose activity via denaturation during hydrolysis at 50 • C, purified cellulases were incubated at 50 • C for different time periods and assayed to determine retained specific activity (Fig. S4-C) . We can clearly see that only 60% of CBH-II activity was retained after incubation at 50 • C for 48 h; whereas, CBH-I and EG-I retain more than 90% of their original activity. In the case of Cellulose III, only 70% of unbound CBH-II is found in the supernatant after 48 h (Fig. S2) , while only 60% of the enzyme is found for the other substrates. We also found that there was a decrease in the eluted CBH II peak area from the ion-exchange column for the pre-incubated sample compared to the never incubated sample. These results suggest that thermal denaturation of CBH-II, as also indicated by the loss in enzymatic activity, is responsible for altering the protein structure and hence impacting protein quantification using the current ion-exchange chromatography method. A noticeable drop in cellulase activity is seen after 12 h of incubation at 50 • C which is also consistent with the corresponding decrease in predicted concentration of unbound CBH-II as seen in the presence of model cellulosic substrates as well. In the current set of thermal stability experiments no substrates were added, however, it is reasonable to suspect that cellulase activity retained would be different in a heterogeneous environment in the presence of cellulose (especially in the first 12 h of hydrolysis). Binding to cellulose has been reported to stabilize cellulase activities and prevent thermally-induced denaturation [37, 38] . However, since it is difficult to directly measure individually bound enzyme activity during hydrolysis, these results offer indirect evidence of the extent of activity loss during the course of hydrolysis. The rate of decrease in availability of native conformation CBH-II is significantly earlier (1 h onwards) for cellulose III compared to other substrates (12 h onwards). This is essentially due to the poor binding affinity of CBH-II to cellulose III that makes it more prone to thermal denaturation compared to other cases.
Modeling CBH-I action on cellulose
We built a kinetic model to study the difference in behavior of cellulose hydrolysis of the CBH enzymes on different kinds of cellulose crystals. While the baseline parameters are chosen so that they reproduce the behavior of CBH-I enzyme on cellulose crystals, we expect similar behavior for the CBH-II enzymes that process cellulose chains from the nonreducing chain ends. However, there will be fewer nonproductive states for the CBH-II enzymes as only six glucose chains can enter into the active site of the CBH-II enzymes (based on its published crystal structure; PDB 3CBH). The baseline behavior for CBH-I hydrolysis model is qualitatively similar to that observed experimentally for cellulose I [39, 40] . There is an initial lag phase before productive complexes are formed and cellulose starts to get hydrolyzed. In our model, there are no enzyme crowding effects and the concentration of free ends does not vary with time. Hence, after the lag phase, the cellulose hydrolysis rate remains nearly constant with time. In experiments, there is a rapid retardation of the rate of cellulose hydrolysis due to enzyme crowding effects and the reducing concentration of chain free ends [19, 41] .
In order to understand the qualitative characteristics of cellulose hydrolysis and its relationship to enzyme binding, we varied each of the parameters in the model one at a time ( Figure S5 ). The parameters that can change are the (1) product of the number of binding sites and rates of adsorption of both domains from the cellulose surface, (2) rate of desorption of the domains from the cellulose surface, and (3) the rates of sliding and reverse sliding of CBH-I on the cellulose surface. We assume that the rate constant for cellulose hydrolysis by the productive complex and the rates of binding and undocking of product from the enzyme are intrinsic to the enzyme and will likely not vary for the different crystalline forms of the substrate. As the number of binding sites do not vary with time in the model, the product of number of binding sites (n) and rate of adsorption of each domain determines the hydrolysis behavior of the enzyme and not the individual parameters.
Upon increasing the product of the number of binding sites and the rate constant for the adsorption of both domains to the cellulose surface (henceforth referred to as the effective rate of adsorption), we observe that the hydrolysis rate and the total amount of bound enzyme does not change much with respect to the baseline case ( Figures S5 A & B) even though the time taken for the initial lag phase reduces. As the CBH enzymes can bind to the middle of the cellulose surface nonproductively (OP complex) at the same rate as the binding of CBM domain near the ends of the cellulose chains that can eventually form productive complexes, the OP complexes have to undock from the cellulose surface before they can form productive complexes eventually. The undocking rate of the CBM domains binding to the middle of the cellulose surface is slower than the binding rate of the enzyme and it does not allow a faster build up of the bound enzyme after the initial lag phase. However, as the effective binding rate is reduced, the amount of bound enzyme and the hydrolysis rate reduces as expected. This is contrary to the experimental behavior in which the hydrolysis rate increases while the amount of bound enzyme reduces on going from cellulose-I to cellulose-III. Hence, change in effective docking rates of both domains can not alone explain the change in hydrolysis behavior of cellulose by CBH for different crystalline forms of cellulose.
On changing the desorption rate of both domains from the cellulose surface, we observe that the hydrolysis rate and the total amount of bound enzyme is proportional to the undocking rate of both domains to the cellulose surface ( Figure S5 C & D) . This is contrary to what one might expect because increasing the desorption rate reduces the overall equilibrium constants for the enzyme binding to the cellulose surface. However, this behavior can again be explained due to the formation of the OP complex. The OP complex has to undock before the enzyme can bind to the free ends of the cellulose chain (equilibrium constants favor some of the different nonproductive and productive complexes). This OP complex can undock faster when the undocking rate of both domains increase leading to a faster increase in the formation of the different N P and P complexes. However, an increase in the amount of enzyme bound is correlated with the increase in hydrolysis rate of cellulose, which is again contrary to our experiments. This is consistent with other models of cellulose hydrolysis as suggested recently [39] . Hence, change in undocking rates of both domains can not explain the change in hydrolysis behavior of cellulose by CBH for different crystalline forms of cellulose by itself.
On changing the sliding and reverse sliding rates of the enzyme from the cellulose surface, we observe that the hydrolysis rate is correlated to the sliding rates, while the amount of bound enzyme does not change ( Figure S5 E & F) . We note that the equlibrium constant for sliding does not change without changes in the equilibrium constant for cellobiose binding and the catalytic steps. Hence, the sliding and reverse sliding rates are not independent of one another and have to vary by the same amount. The amount of bound enzyme is not affected by the sliding rate constant as the sliding rate constant is much faster than the adsorption/desorption rate constants for the enzyme to the cellulose surface. However, once the CD binds to the cellulose ends, the chain can slide in to the active site faster when the sliding rate is increased and the enzyme can also form productive complexes from the product-bound enzyme faster, leading to a faster hydrolysis rate. In other words, increasing the sliding rate increases the turnover time of the enzyme leading to faster hydrolysis of the cellulose by the enzyme.
While all three cases do not change the hydrolysis behavior to match the experimental behavior of processive cellulases for different cellulose types, we highlight six key scenarios based on results obtained from Figure S5 : Scenario 1: Here, we vary the effective rate constants of adsorption of CBM and CD of CBH disproportionally or in opposite directions. The hydrolysis rate is proportional to the binding constant of the catalytic domain as more productive enzymes are bound in this case ( Figure S6) . Also, as CD binding begins to dominate CBM binding, lesser OP is formed that needs to undock before the CD can bind to chain ends. Hence, the total amount of bound enzyme is proportional to the cellulose hydrolysis rate in this scenario and cannot explain the difference in trends observed experimentally for different forms of cellulose crystals. Scenario 2: Here, we vary decrystallization/sliding rate of the enzyme and the effective adsorption rates of CD/CBM domains in opposite trends. As the sliding rate can increase the hydrolysis rate without affecting the amount of bound enzymes, while reducing the effective binding rate constants for both domains reduces the amount of bound enzymes, a combination of both factors could possibly explain the observed experimental behavior. We find that this is indeed the case ( Figure  S7 ), as the amount of bound enzyme decreases even though the overall hydrolysis rate increases when the sliding rate is increased 10-fold but the binding rate for the domains are decreased 10-fold. This is because the productive enzymes are formed faster even though the lag phase can be slightly longer due to the reduced binding rate of the domains to the substrate. This led us to speculate whether the effective adsorption rates for both domains have to decrease while the sliding rate increases to observe this behavior (see scenario 3). Scenario 3: Here, we increase the decrystallization/sliding rate of the enzyme while the effective adsorption rate of the CD and CBM domains are varied independently. We initially varied nk CD on in the opposite trend as the sliding rate of the enzyme on the cellulose surface. In this step, we maintained the same effective binding rate for the CBM domain ( Figure S8A and B). Similar to scenario 2, reducing just nk CD on and increasing the decrystalization rate led to more efficient enzymes even though the amount of bound enzymes reduced in quantity. However, when we maintained the same effective binding rate of the CD and varied the effective binding rate of the CBM domain along with an inverse change in k slide , we do not reproduce the experimental trend. Reducing the nk CBM on increased the amount of enzyme available to bind in the productive state and go into the productive cycle contradictory to experimental behavior for cellulose III when compared to cellulose I. In other words, it is likely only essential for the effective binding rate of the CD to reduce along with an increased in sliding rates to reproduce the difference in behavior between cellulose I and III. However, as shown in Scenario 2, the effective binding rates of both the CD and CBM domains of the CBH to cellulose III might be also lower than the corresponding rates for cellulose I. More detailed experiments will be necessary to resolve this finding unambiguously. Scenario 4: Here, we varied the desorption rate of the enzyme and the effective adsorption rates of CD and CBM domains in opposite trends. As the effective binding rates for the CBM and CD are increased with a decrease in the undocking rate of the enzyme, the amount of bound enzyme does not build up as much as the baseline case because OP takes much longer to undock from the middle of the cellulose surface ( Figure S9 ). This results in a reduced efficiency of hydrolysis by the enzyme. On the other hand, when the desorption rate of the enzyme is increased with a decrease in the adsorption rate, higher hydrolysis rate is only achieved when the amount of the bound enzyme also increased. Hence, this scenario does not explain the difference in hydrolysis behavior of the enzymes for cellulose III and I. Scenario 5: Here, we varied the desorption rate of the enzyme and the decrystallization/sliding rates in opposite directions. As a decrease in desorption rate decreases the overall buildup of enzyme bound to the surface of cellulose ( Figure S5 ) and an increase in the decrystallization/sliding rate leads to an increase in the efficiency of catalysis by the bound enzyme, we tried a combination of both factors in scenario 5. This scenario is consistent with experiments as shown in Figure S10 as the overall hydrolysis of the enzyme increases even though there is a decrease in the amount of bound enzyme. However, we do note that a decrease in k of f denotes an increase in the partition coefficient, which was not observed experimentally for any of the enzymes on cellulose III. Scenario 6: In Scenario 6, we investigated whether a reduction in k of f and an increase in k slide along with a decrease in the number of binding sites for the protein can reproduce experimental trends. In Figure S11 , we investigated Scenario 5 after the effective binding constant for the catalytic domain (nk CD on ) is reduced by half. Similar to Scenario 5, a reduction in k of f and an increase in k slide can explain the experimental results for cellulose III compared to cellulose I even when the effective adsorption rate for the catalytic domain is reduced ( Figure S11A and B) . However, when the effective binding rate of the CBM is reduced by half ( Figure S11C and D) , the amount of enzyme bound to the cellulose is proportional to the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme. Model Parameter Sensitivity Analysis: In this work, we have developed an analytical kinetic model to explain the qualitative differences in behavior of processive cellulases (namely CBH-I) acting on cellulose I and cellulose III in terms of differences in rates of adsorption/desorption as well as the rate for chain sliding/decrystallization by the enzymes. Recently, a couple of studies Table S1 .(A) The hydrolysis rate and (B) the amount of enzyme bound to the cellulose surface is plotted as a function of time as different parameters for binding (nk on or k of f ) and chain decrystallization/sliding (k slide ) in the kinetic model were varied separately or simultaneously.
have shown that the rate of adsorption and desorption of CBH-I to regenerated cellulose (after dissolution in 4-methyl-morpholine-N-oxide and precipitation into water for making highly amorphous cellulose) are nearly 100 times higher than the rate constants used in our work (though their model does not account for off-pathway productive binding and binding of individual domains which can explain some of the differences in these parameters, apart from the fact that the form of cellulose used for the studies is highly amorphous unlike cellulose I or III) [42, 43] . Our study focuses on the qualitative effect of changes of parameters on the binding and catalytic efficiency of these enzymes rather than a quantitative comparison of the effect of these changes. Nevertheless, in order to show that these qualitative trends do not depend on the exact parameters used for the baseline scenario, we used these published rate constants for desorption and adsorption rates in our study for all the test cases shown in Figure 4 in the main text, i.e., the modified baseline scenario now has rates of adsorption and desorption that are multiplied by two orders of magnitude parameter compared to the values shown in Table S1 (versus the baseline parameters used to simulate mode of action of CBH-I on cellulose I so far). These results are shown in Figure S12 . We still observe similar relative trends as shown in Figure 4 even with the modified baseline parameters. In other words, to explain the experimental results seen for cellulose III, a decrease in the effective binding of the enzyme has to be coupled with an increase in the sliding/decrystallization rate of the enzyme on cellulose III as compared to cellulose I.
Conclusion: We have developed a kinetic model of cellulose hydrolysis by processive cellulases to explain the difference in experimental behavior for cellulose I and cellulose III. Multiple changes in rate constants can explain the experimental difference between cellulose I and III. Experimentally, it has been observed that the number of enzyme binding sites for cellulose III is lower than the number of binding sites for cellulose I. However, it is not known whether this reduction occurs in the number of binding sites for the CD or the CBM. Future experimental work must address which domain in particular shows this reduction in number of binding sites. The kinetic model shows that the effective binding constant for the CD (nk CD on has to reduce along with an increase in the sliding rate (Scenarios 2, 3, and 6). In addition, the following effects are not necessary but could also occur on comparing the relative rate constants of cellulose III to the corresponding rate constants of cellulose I: effective adsorption constant for the CBM (nk CBM on ) decreases (Scenario 2) and/or the desorption rate (k of f ) (Scenario 6) of the enzyme reduces. All these results are summarized in Tables S3 and S4 Both the amount of bound enzyme and catalytic rate are directly proportional to the changes in k of f . k slide and k rev Amount of bound enzyme is not sensitive to k slide /k rev . However, the catalytic efficiency is proportional to k slide /k rev . nk on and k slide /k rev varied in opposite directions (Scenario 2)
Under certain conditions, increasing k slide /k rev and reducing nk on can lead to the experimental observation -reduction in binding (lower nk on corresponds to lower α or partition coefficient) with higher catalytic efficiency. nk on and k of f varied in opposite directions (Scenario 4)
Reducing nk on and increasing k of f leads to increased catalytic efficiency only when amount of bound enzyme also increases. Increasing nk on and reducing k of f leads to reduced efficiency and reduced binding. k of f and k slide /k rev varied in opposite directions (Scenario 5)
Under certain conditions, increasing k slide /k rev and reducing k of f can lead to some of the observed experimental observations -reduction in binding with higher catalytic efficiency. However, the reduction in binding in the model does not correspond to a reduction in α (since decrease in k of f keeping nk on constant would increase α) as seen in the experiments. Therefore, this scenario does not replicate the experimental findings entirely. Table S5 : Enzymatic hydrolysis yields (as % of maximum theoretical glucose equivalents) for cellulose I (C1) and III (C3) for varying C-Tec2 loadings after 24 and 168 hours. Standard deviations are less than 10% of reported mean values.
